WHO WE ARE
Quick Turtle is a Polish transport and freight forwarding company
specialising in express road transport between Malta and other EU
countries.

WHAT WE DO
In short, we respond to customer's needs and we are happy to do it.

WHY US
Because our goal is to impress customers and partners with our
reliability, timeliness of deliveries and unbelievably short transit
times.

TRANSPORT OFFER
1
Express road transport services to and from Malta
(groupage express* and dedicated express)

2
Delivery management (single and multiple)

3
Transport project management (up to 100 tons)

4
Professional assistance in complex projects (special
vehicles for urgent and substantial consignments)

5
Regular routes (at least 5 arrivals & departures
to/from Malta weekly)

6
Logistic centers in Poland and in Malta
* Groupage express - a new service with a great price to value ratio. By combining several express orders, we can still guarantee a short
delivery time but at a lower price. Great value for money with project and/or production supply services.

+ Tailor made solutions and customer-oriented approach
+ Focus on express deliveries (with air-freight like or faster transit times)
+ Necessary equipment for deliveries, with local drivers
+ Knowledge of the Maltese market, realities, topography
+ Direct access to ferry crossing booking system of all service providers
+ Automated notifications from our system
(collection, delivery, vehicle location)

+ All inclusive rates, with no hidden costs and
no hidden charges

OUR ATTITUDE
- We treat every request individually to find the best solution for the customer, based on our
knowledge and experience
- Focus on quality and timeliness of deliveries with full dedication to the client
- Constantly strive for improvement
- Co-operation with only the best and proven contractors
- Always can-do attitude with full commitment of the team to provide the highest quality service

SAFETY
1
2
3

Very rigorous procedures regarding
transport documents and cargo security
24/7 GPS fleet tracking and permanent
communication with drivers
Emergency procedures plan in place to
quickly and effectively address any
situation that might have any impact on
the timely delivery or goods safety

We have developed a quality system
to ensure the highest standard of the
services provided. Both the quality
system based on ISO 9001:2015, as
well as the Good Distribution Practice
(GDP) system are presently and
periodically verified and certified by
an independent certi cation
body TÜV NORD.

QUALITY

FLEET
- New vehicles (up to 24 months) in perfect working order, clean and well-maintained vans
- Renault Master – canvas, 3500kg GVW, 1250kg loading capacity (26.5cbm)
- Iveco Daily – closed box with tail lift, 3500kg GVW, 1000kg loading capacity (28cbm)
- Renault Master - multi-temperature refrigerated (FNA certified) box, 3500kg GVW, 1010kg
loading capacity (19cbm)

CMR INSURANCE

DRIVERS

Each cargo is insured (subject to the CMR
Convention's conditions of carriage) up
to €1,000,000 per accident for carrier's
liability in international transport by
Vienna Insurance Group.

All our drivers are regularly trained to be able
to fulfill the most rigorous requirements
of our customers and to adhere to our
internal strict potential hazards immediately.
Each loading and unloading process is documented
with photos (of documents and cargo security).

OUR CUSTOMERS
Most of the leading freight forwarding companies in Malta and industry leaders use our services.
The list of our customers and references is very long, we may provide any references upon request
with pleasure.

Company details:
Quick Turtle Sp. z o.o.
ul Półłanki 62a
30-740 Kraków, PL
tel.: +48 12 3414982
fax: +48 12 3490994
e-mail: transport@quickturtle.eu
www.quickturtle.eu
Certiﬁcates:
- Quality System based on ISO 9001:2015 standard
- Good Distribution Practice

